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Acknowledge Geoff and Merryl and all those who have contributed so much more than me to the Source CoP.



A quick reminder

• eWater brings together the work of three CRCs

• We support the ongoing development and adoption of:
• eWater Source as the National Hydrological Modelling Platform
• MUSIC (Model for Stormwater Improvement Conceptualisation)
• eWater Toolkit

• Communities of Practice are key to our success
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eWater was established in 1995 to oversee the work of the eWater Cooperative Research Centre (CRC). Which was created with the merging of the CRC for Catchment Hydrology and the CRC for Freshwater Ecology, with the purpose of developing a new eco-hydrological modelling system for Australia. When the eWater CRC ended in 2012, eWater’s government owners agreed to continue eWater as a not-for-profit company with the purpose of continuing the development, adoption and commercialisation of the tools developed by the various CRCs.We are owned by the Australian Government and the governments of the, New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia, Victoria and Western Australia.  The Australian Capital Territory and Tasmania have recently become owners and we are in discussion with the Northern Territory. An active community of practice has been fundamental to the success of eWater Source as the National Hydrology Modelling Platform. Source has a strong collaborative history, from its origins in Cooperative Research Centres, through its adoption as part of the National Hydrology Modelling Strategy, and the establishment of eWater to support the community of users, and champion ongoing adoption and development. The Source Community of Practice (CoP) continues to be integral in maintaining a modelling platform that incorporates emerging science and meets future modelling requirements. 



Starting out

• Rapid growth
• Lots of people, ideas and development

Finding our 
feet

• A change in approach
• Finding focus

Maturing

• Established community
• How to stay fresh and support new users?

Evolution of our CoP
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Want to tell a story about how it has changed over time – How important was the early cash splash in supporting the foundations of the COP,Interested in the idea that as the model got established and the modelling got harder, the time for contributing to the community shrank (turn in on ourselves when challenging)CRCshowcasing projects (magazines, lots of comms), sharing information resources, facilitating online discussion, coordinating cross-organisational training, working groups, and consensus-building through collaborative production of best practice modelling guidelines. eWateronline community spaces for direct user input and comment, training, webinars, project collaboration, topical discussion groups and live webinars. Jira – greater community ownership, participation in development, improved transparency, directly capture user requirementsPlugins – user participation, enhanced functionalityFace-face meetings still held by core government jurisdictionsAnnual conferencetraining



Some ideas
• Modernise and improve communications -

focus on sharing information & achievements

• Contribute to more local networks

• Develop the eWater Academy

• Try new things – like MODSIM

• Include non-modellers

What next for the Source CoP?
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Local networks – here and overseas, e.g the QWMN, NSW WMN, Afghan WhatsApp group,eWater Academy – a core role for us is training, we are wanting to extend this, including offering certification and stronger links with universities. Our CoP have told us they want us/need us to help provide new modellers. Can do this with others, e.g like with the QWMN or directly.   Non-modellers: The technical aspects of the CoP will always be core but there could be some mutual benefits of including aspects that build the understanding of the broader water management community of the role of modelling, what it brings to the discussion, its challenges etc. Could use the existence of eWater as an example. 



• Established community – connecting new/experienced users, creating 
focused groups, e.g types of users or issue based

• Online collaboration & learning, like JIRA, confluence and webinars

• Community Plugins allow users to directly contribute, in ways that meet 
their needs/expertise/interests

• Conference – short & sharp time commitment, maintains connections 

Opportunities & benefits
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Jira and confluence not open to all, but an effective way of bringing together core users/super users etc



• Variable success with online platforms & social media

• Managing the diverseness of our community, Australia/International, 
experienced/new, urban/catchments/rivers, government/private

• Anything that takes lots of $ or 

• As the modelling gets harder – collaboration will likely help but our instincts 
will often make us close up

Challenges
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Different goals of Gov’t/private sector, private sector want to show capability, win work etcWe’ve a tendency to think problems are unique, but are they…
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